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1. WAP to print “Hello World “using python shell with interactive mode. 

2. WAP to print the following message   using single, double and triple quote: 

Hello  

Good Morning 

Welcome to class 11th   IP 

All the best for your exams 

3. WAP to find sum of two number using python editor. 

4. WAP to input two numbers from user find their sum and print it on the screen. 

5. WAP to find the average of five numbers given by user. 

6. WAP to input name, class, section of student and display the same. 

7. WAP to calculate perimeter and area of square after taking inputs from user 

8. WAP to find final amount for given cost, quantity and discount by user. 

9.  Write a program to perform all the arithmetic operators on two numbers given by user and display the 

output. 

10. Write a program to find the area of a rectangle. 
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